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**Stereotypy**

All a mother’s fault? Transmission of stereotypy in striped mice *Rhabdomys* – Jones, Megan

Black Rhinoceros (*Diceros bicornis*) in U.S. Zoos: II. Behavior, breeding success, and mortality in relation to housing facilities. – Carlstead, Kathy

Can’t stop, won’t stop: is stereotypy a reliable animal welfare indicator? – Mason, G.J.

Captivity effects on wide-ranging carnivores – Clubb, R.

Environmental enrichment: effects on stereotyped behaviour and neurotrophin levels – Turner, Cortney A.

How should the psychological well-being of zoo elephants be objectively investigated? – Mason, Georgia J.

Maternal deprivation and the development of stereotypic behaviour – Latham, Naomi R.

Meta-analytic review of the effects of enrichment on stereotypic behavior in zoo mammals – Shyne, Amanda

Natural behavioural biology as a risk factor in carnivore welfare: how analysing species differences could help zoos improve enclosures – Clubb, Ros

Preliminary evaluation of the effects of behavioural enrichment on stereotypical behaviour of Coatis – Willemsen, M.D.

Prevalence and cause of stereotypic behaviour in common wombats (*Vombatus ursinus*) residing in Australian zoos – Hogan, Lindsay A.

Scientific approaches to enrichment and stereotypies in zoo animals: what’s been done and where should we go next? – Swaisgood, Ronald R.

Stereotypic behavior in Asiatic black and Malayan sun bears – Vickery, Sophie

Survey assessment of variables related to stereotypy in captive giraffe and okapi – Bashaw, Meredith J.

Survey of stereotypic behavior in Prosimians – Tarou, Loraine Rybiski

Why and how should we use environmental enrichment to tackle stereotypic behaviour? Mason, G.